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Sunburst Sunflowers 

                   
Stamps: Celebrate Sunflowers, Jar of Flowers, Lovely You Ink: Bumblebee, Misty Moonlight, 2020-

2022 In Color Stampin’ Write Markers, Stampin’ Blends Combo packs: Daffodil Delight, Cinnamon 
Cider, Misty Moonlight, Just Jade Cardstock: Bumblebee, Misty Moonlight, Whisper White, Flowers 
For Every Season 6” x 6” Designer Accessories: Stampin’ Seal, 2020-2022 In Color Enamel Dots, 
Take Your Pick, Glue Dots, 2020-2022 In Color Stampin’ Write Markers, Liquid Glue, Sunflower Dies, 
Paper Snips, Lovely Labels Pick a Punch, Paper Trimmer, Clear Wink of Stella Glitter Brush. 
Measurements:  

 
White for small sunflower focal image: 2 ½” x 2 ½”   for sunflowers group focal image: 2 ½” x 3” 
White to add the sunburst strips: 2 7/8” x 3 7/8” White to mat finished sunburst: 3 1/8” x 4 1/8” 
Misty Moonlight for sunflower focal image mat: 2 ½” x 2 ½”  
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Whisper White for greetings: ½” x 2 ½” for “smile”, 1” x 2 ¾” for “just because” 
Misty Moonlight or Bumblebee for inside largest mat layer: 3 ½” x 4 ½” 
Misty Moonlight or Bumblebee for narrow inside mat layer: 3” x 4” 
Whisper White inside layer: 2 7/8” x 3 7/8” 
Stamping directions: 
On the white focal image layer, make a tiny pencil dot where you want the center of the sunburst to 
be. Cut the DSP (designer series paper) rectangles from the top left corner to the bottom right. Cut 
this same direction every time so the pieces will go together correctly. Starting at the top of the focal 
image layer, lay the cut triangles in an order that is pleasing to you, leaving a little bit of white showing 
between each piece. Hold in place with a tiny bit of Stampin’ Seal until you get them arranged, then 
use a thin application of liquid glue to adhere. 

   
The pieces may overlap in the center, but no problem if you’re putting an image or over the center. 
Trim the excess paper flush with the back of the focal image layer with paper snips. Adhere to the 
white mat layer with liquid glue. Adhere inside the rectangle box on the front of the card. 

   
Ink  the Celebrate Sunflowers small bloom with Bumblebee and Just Jade Stampin’ Write markers. 
Stamp on white. Color with Dark Daffodil Delight, Light Just Jade, and Light Cinnamon Cider Stampin’ 
Blends. Add  Clear Wink of Stella to petals and center.  

 



 

 

Cut out with the coordinating Sunflowers die. Cut another sunflower from Misty Moonlight. Cut the 
Misty Moonlight one in half with paper snips as shown. Adhere to the back of the colored sunflowe 
with liquid glue. Adhere to center of card with dimensionals. Stamp “smile” from Lovely You on ½” 
white strip using Misty Moonlight ink. Punch both ends with Lovely Labels Pick a Punch. Adhere 
below sunflower with dimensionals. Add a Just Jade enamel dot using Take Your Pick tool. 

  
For the Jar of Flowers focal image, stamp on white with Bumblebee ink. Color with Dark Daffodil 
Delight, Light Just Jade, Light Cinnamon Cider, and Light Misty Moonlight Stampin’ Blends. Fancy-cut 
with Paper Snips.  Adhere to Misty Moonlight and fancy-cut again to create a narrow mat. Add Clear 
Wink of Stella to flower centers. Adhere to center of card with dimensionals. Stamp “just because” on 
1” strip with Misty Moonlight ink. Punch both ends with Lovely Labels Pick a Punch. Adhere below 
focal image with dimensionals. Add a Just Jade enamel dot using the Take Your Pick tool. 
 
For Misty Moonlight inside, stamp sentiment with Misty Moonlight ink on white layer. Ink sunflower 
with markers and stamp in lower left corner. Color with stampin’ blends. Adhere to Bumblebee layer 
with liquid glue. Adhere to Misty Moonlight layer with liquid glue. Adhere inside card with liquid glue. 
Fussy-cut a little group of flowers from the cut-off bits of Flowers For Every Season designer paper to 
glue to the lower left of the envelope front. 

   
 
 
 



 

 

For Bumblebee inside, stamp sentiment on white with Misty Moonlight ink. Stamp sunflowers group in 
lower right corner with Bumblee ink. Leave uncolored or color with stampin’ blends if desired. Adhere 
to Misty Moonlight layer with liquid glue. Adhere to Bumblebee layer with glue. Adhere inside card 
with glue. Ink a bloom from Lovely You with stampin’ write markers. Stamp on outer envelope flap and 
lower right front corner. 

     


